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Authorship
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Manuscript preparation
Authors are kindly requested to carefully follow all instructions on how to write a paper. In cases where the
instructions are not followed, the paper will be returned
immediately with a request for changes, and the editorial
review process will only start when the paper has been
resubmitted in the correct style.
Authors are responsible for obtaining permission to
reproduce any copyrighted material and this permission
should be acknowledged in the paper.
Authors should not use the names of patients. Patients
should not be recognizable from photographs unless their
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written permission has first been obtained. This permission should be acknowledged in the paper.
In general the manuscript text (excluding summary, references, figures, and tables) should not exceed
5 000 words.
Kindly send the final and checked source and PDF
files of your paper to manuscripts@ejbi.org. You should
make sure that the LATEX and the PDF files are identical
and correct and that only one version of your paper is
sent. Please note that we do not need the printed paper.
Where appropriate, the paper should be organised into
the following sections: Abstract, Introduction, Objectives,
Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusions, Acknowledgments and References. Apart from the main headings,
subheadings should be used and may be numbered.
Authors are strongly encouraged to use LATEX 2ε
for the preparation of manuscript. The LATEX template ejbi_template.tex can be downloaded from
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When you are not able to use LATEX, please use MS
Word or OO Writer and send us the unformatted text.
Kindly follow just instructions about preparing figures,
tables and references. We are going to convert your text
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If you use LATEX together with our template file,
ejbi_template.tex, your text is typeset automatically.
Please do not change the preset fonts. Do not use your
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and telephone of the corresponding author.
Abstract and Keywords
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following headings: Background (optional), Objectives,
Methods, Results, Conclusions.
At the end of the Abstract, the contents of the paper should be specified by, at most, five keywords. We
recommend using MeSH keywords.
Headings
Headings should be capitalized (i.e. nouns, verbs, and
all other words except articles, prepositions, and conjunctions should be set with an initial capital) and should be
aligned to the left. Words joined by a hyphen are subject
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be
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their low resolution.
If screenshots are necessary, please make sure that you
The list of references is headed "References" and is
are happy with the print quality before you send the files.
not assigned a number. The list should be set in small
In the printed volumes, illustrations are generally
print and placed at the end of your contribution, in front
black and white (halftones), and only in exceptional cases,
of the appendix, if one exists. Please do not insert a
and if the author is prepared to cover the extra cost
pagebreak before the list of references if the page is not
for colour reproduction, are coloured pictures accepted.
completely filled. For citations in the text please use
Coloured pictures are welcome in the electronic version
square brackets. In the text number the references confree of charge. If you send coloured figures that are to
secutively in the order in which they first appear. Use
be printed in black and white, please make sure that they
the style, which is based on the formats used by the US
really are legible in black and white. Some colours as well
National Library of Medicine in MEDLINE (sometimes
as the contrast of converted colours show up very poorly
called the "Vancouver style"). For details see the guidewhen printed in black and white.
lines from the International Committee of Medical Journal
Editors (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_require
Formulas
ments.html).
Examples:
Displayed equations or formulas are centred and set on
a separate line (with an extra line or halfline space above
[1] Schwartze J, HaarbrandtB, Fortmeier D, Haux R, Seidel C.
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Authentification systems for securing clinical documentation
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Editorial

Holistic View on Electronic Healthcare
Jana Zvárová1
1

Editor-in-Chief, European Journal for Biomedical Informatics, Prague, The Czech Republic
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Healthcare is an information intensive sector, generating
huge volumes of data from hospitals, primary care, clinics,
surgeries and laboratories. Information can be extracted from
large databases, using nowadays information technologies,
and to bring a new knowledge. However, in healthcare sector is working highly educated and knowledgeable personnel,
providing the knowledge to processes of medical treatment
and healthcare management. The inability to share information across systems and between care organizations is just
one of the major obstacles towards quality, efficiency, security and cost-effectiveness of healthcare.

tween the demand for healthcare from an increasingly wellinformed citizens and the ability of the government and
healthcare organizations to meet this demand is widening
all the time.
All these problems in electronic healthcare can be successfully overcome by a holistic approach. Good cooperation
among Government, Industry and Academia is a basic prerequisite for building modern healthcare supported by three
basic components electronic, economic and environmental
[1]. The scheme of holistic electronic healthcare is displayed
on Figure 1.
In the year 2014 European Journal for Biomedical Informatics (EJBI) welcomes original articles dealing with topics influencing electronic healthcare. Authors are not paying
an article processing fee for the immediate release of peerreviewed articles, but a small financial support is required in
case that the support of projects or sponsors is acknowledged
(see Instruction to authors). Due to the focus of the journal
to semantic interoperability issues we ask authors for translation of structured abstract of their articles to at least one
European language. EJBI provides immediate open access to
peer-reviewed papers, which will be published in the running
first issue of EJBI during each calendar year. The other issues of EJBI are special issues related to different biomedical
informatics topics. Topics for special issues can be proposed
to editor-in- chief of EJBI using the form Proposal of EJBI
special issue for further processing. Topic for special issue
is specified by an open call or by a special event. We invite
you to propose special topics that would help to accelerate
needed changes in electronic healthcare by easy transfer of a
new information and knowledge for health care delivery.

Figure 1: Scheme of holistic electronic healthcare.

There are many reasons for this state, including underinvestment in information technologies, lack of political will,
fragmented markets with inadequate development of new
systems, lack of standards, complexity of medical data, data
entry problems, security and confidentiality. The gap be-

c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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Optimization of Malaria’s Treatment: An Approach of
Medical Decision Analysis
Eustache Ayumba Muteba1
1

Independent Researcher and Correspondent of IMIA in DR Congo

Abstract
Objective: Nowadays, it is recognized in most modern
hospital and public health systems an increasing concern
to measure the quality of care. The quality of care can
be focused on the characteristics of hospital production
and the indicators of performance. The indicators of performance can permit, generally, to decrease complication
rate, morbidity, mortality and costs of care. Therefore,
one of the ways to optimize the quality of care is to use
medical decision support system.
Methods: The optimization of malaria’s treatment is
based on an automatic extraction of a geographic information system database that can store and provide relevant
information on malaria’s patient case of different regions.
The method proposed is consisted of height main steps
namely: specification of the case, indications or problems,
actions or treatments strategies, estimative outcomes
(benefit and risk), performance measure, decision, result
and optimization.

Results: One of the most important outcomes of this work
is an understanding of the requirements on a medical decision analysis formalism and system. The case study presented for the simulation constitutes a theoretical component that consolidates the validation of the formalism
before the implementation.
Conclusion: The work embodied in this paper formed the
second part of a research project called ’OMaT’. OMaT is
an online system that aims to assist physician at medical
consultation in order to optimize the quality of care of the
patients with malaria disease.
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Optimization, Malaria’s Treatment, Medical Decision
Analysis
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1

Introduction

South America. The overall disease burden is devastating
youth, women and health systems.

Nowadays, it is recognized in most modern hospitals
and public health systems, an increasing concern to meaThe technical capability to perform a correct and a
sure the quality of care. The quality of care [1], can be timely diagnosis and an appropriate treatment of malaria
focused on the characteristics of hospital production and infection in an ill patient is of critical importance since
the indicators of performance.
symptoms of complicated malaria may suddenly develop,
These indictors of performance will permit to decrease possibly leading to death despite intensive care efforts. To
complication rate, morbidity, mortality and cost of care. decide what tests to order, what diagnoses to consider,
One of the ways to optimize the quality of care is to use and what treatments to administer, physicians draw on a
medical decision support systems [2, 3, 4, 5] based on large, rapidly growing body of knowledge. [7]
eHealth and mHealth to serve the unserved [6].
Malaria was one of the most challenging infectious
The concern of the present paper, is the development
diseases caused by the parasite called plasmodium and of a method of medical decision analysis specifically an
localized mainly in areas of Asia, Africa, and Central and optimization of malaria’s treatment.
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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value compute as frequency of reveal result at
the optimization step.

The essence of the adopted method is in one hand
performance
based on a differential diagnostic model since the signs Step 5: Performance Measure. The
measure
is
a
benefit-risk
ratio
referring
to
the action
and symptoms of malaria can be confused with others
chosen
by
the
clinician.
diseases. And in the other hand, it is based on an automatic information extraction of geographic information Step 6: Decision. The benefit-risk ratio can permit the
system of stored malaria’s patient case for an optimization
clinician to make a decision. Practically, if the ratio
of malaria’s treatment.
is > 1 then the action can give benefit otherwise, if
the ratio < 1 then the action have a risk.

2.1

Medical Decision Analysis

Step 7: Result. The result is the really consequence of
the decision chosen at the light of the performance
In medicine, comes often situations of uncertainly on
measure. The patient can be in the following situaknowledge, facts and sometimes on the used language.
tion: a. Benefit, b. Risk. The clinician can vote for
Kenner et al [8] reveal that "for some diseases, definite and
one of the presented situation and the system autounique causes like certain infections may be found. For
matically will be updated. This information may be
other diseases, multifactorial causes have to be assumed,
considered sufficient and trusted.
mostly because of lack of knowledge." The rational approach to decision making for problems where uncertainty
Step 8: Optimization. The optimization can allow the
figures as a prominent element is a decision analysis.
clinician to analyze the results and if needed to readMajor information on the medical decision analysis
just the actions.
model can be found in [9, 10, 11, 12]. The medical decision analysis method proposed is prescriptive, based on
a multicriteria methodology and constructive induction 2.2 Information Extraction
method. It consists of height main steps: specification of
The pre-processing of optimization can be doing as folthe case, indications or problems, actions or treatments
lowing:
strategies, estimative outcomes (benefit and risk), performance measure, decision, result and optimization.
1. Each patient case at time t is represented by an
attribute-value vector:
Step 1: Specification of the case. The specification
P = [userId: V1, patientId: V2, sex: V3, averof the case describes basics clinical information relageAge: V4, averageWeight: V5, country: V6, staative to a particular patient in consultation such as
tus: V7, conditions/Diseases: V8, pastMedications:
sex, age, weight, antecedents, allergies, ...
V9, allergies: V10, symptoms: V11, testResult:
Step 2: Indications. The diagnostic indicates the probV12, treatments: V13, . . . ]
lems found on the patient. Indication is a set of
2. A patient case is a n-dimensional vector where each
information related to problems concerning a pardimension corresponds to a distinct attribute and n
ticular patient.
is the total number of possible attributes.
Step 3: Actions. The actions are different possible
3. Identification of different patient communities in a
treatments referring to the given indications.
population of patient cases.
Step 4: Estimative Outcomes. The estimative out4. For that, two issues are suggested:
comes depend on the information related to similar
patients’ cases provided by clinicians and stored in
• Determine meaningful subsets (communithe Geographic Information System. This informaties/patients with similar case).
tion can be extracted at this step. Furthermore, it
• Determine meaningful concepts for each subset
can be automatically updated at the optimization
(stereotypes).
step and then increased the effective of population
concerned by malaria. There are two kinds of esti5. The communities’ stereotypes are built up by trying
mative outcomes: the outcome with benefit and the
to identify patterns.
outcome with risk.
6. Incrementally generates clusters (patient with comOutcome with Benefit. The outcome with benmon characteristics) representing patient communiefit expresses the degree to return to normal
ties as following:
health. It is a value compute as frequency of
reveal result at the optimization step.
• Creating a new cluster.
Outcome with Risk. The outcome with risk expresses the complication or the death. It is a
c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.

• Placing a new patient case into an existing cluster.
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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• Combining two clusters into a new one.

function defined as following:

• Dividing an existing cluster in two or several
new cluster.

OBt =

Am ,

T
X

!!
OB

(2)

t=1

• Extracting representative information.

where t is an integer between 1 and T . And, let the outcomes with risk (OR) be a time series and recursive func2.3 Method Validation
tion defined as following:
!!
T
X
A given specification case S and an indication {In , n =
ORt = Am ,
OR
(3)
1, . . . , N } area root of solution; where n is an integer bet=1
tween 1 and N .
An action {Am , m = 1, . . . , M } is a set of treatments where t is an integer between 1 and T .
strategies possible and admissible knew as applicable, obThe decision to choose an action A depends on the
tain by means of selected multiple criteria reflecting the
benefit-risk ratio call the performance measure (P M ); If
specification of the indication:
the ratio is > 1 then the action can give benefit otherwise,
maxhS.In = Am i
(1) if the ratio < 1 then the action have a risk;
The action Am implies estimative outcomes; Let the outLet the performance measure (P M ) be a function that
come with benefit (OB) be a time series and recursive associate an action to the ratio of the estimative outcomes
Table 1: Case study of malaria.

Specification of the problem
Sex: Female
Age: 40
Weight: 72
Antecedents : Allergies: Chloroquine
Associated conditions or diseases: 2 months of pregnancy
Localisation: Central Africa
Symptoms and signs: Febrile paroxysms with body ache, nausea
Indication
Type of Infection: Plasmodia Falciparum (CIM-10, B-52)
Severity of infection: Typical malaria
Status: No recurrent
Action
Typical P. falciparum malaria is treated by Coartem, Quinine, Clindamycin
and Chloroquine
Estimative Outcomes
Action 1
Action 2
Action 3
Coartem
Quinine + Clindamycin
Quinine
Estimative Benefit 1
Estimative Benefit 2
Estimative Benefit 3
405 effectives
677 effectives
318 effectives
Estimative Risk 1
Estimative Risk 2
Estimative Risk 3
212 effectives
312 effectives
241 effectives
Performance Measure
Performance Measure 1 Performance Measure 2
Performance Measure 3
1.9
2.2
1.3
Decision based on estimative outcomes and its performance measure at time t
Decision 1 (t)
Decision 2 (t)
Decision 3 (t)
Choice: No
Choice: Yes
Choice: No
Real Result at time t+1
Real Result 1 (t+1)
Voted: Risk
Optimization at time t+1
Choice: Yes

EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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OB and OR:
P M = (Am , (OBt /ORt ))

(4)

It comes therefore: If, A1 , . . . , Am implies effectively,
by explicit verification, the estimative outcomes OB or
OR; Then if, Ak+1 , . . . , Ak+m considers as giving the outcomes OB, then, Ak+m+1 , the real result will be OB, necessary by constructive induction demonstration; Or then
if, Ak+1 , . . . , Ak+m considers as giving the outcomes OR,
then, Ak+m+1 , the real result will be OR, necessary by
constructive induction demonstration.

3
3.1

Results
Simulation: A Case Study

Malaria is one of the world’s most deadly diseases.
Even though it is highly preventable and treatable. More
information can be found in [13, 14, 15].
The case study presented in Table 1 allows the simulation of our system, the data set used is fictive but it is
approximately a reality.

4

Conclusion

en5

in Decision-Making Tasks, In: Adlassnig K.P., Mantas J., Masic I., eds. Medical Informatics in a United and Health Europe.
IOS Press; 2009. P.683-687 (Studies in Health Technology and
Informatics; vol 150).
[3] Tribus M. Rational Descriptions, Decisions and Designs. New
York: Pergamon Press, 1969.
[4] White D.J. Fundamentals of Decision Theory. New York:
North-Holland, 1976.
[5] Karni E. Decision Making under Uncertainty, The Case of
State-Dependent Preferences. Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1985.
[6] Akter S., Ray P. mHealth – an Ultimate Platform to Serve the
Unserved. Geissbuhler A., Kulikowski C., eds. IMIA Yearbook
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Abstract
Objective: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a
recently recognized entity related to modern lifestyle and
with expanded clinical importance because of the rising incidence of obesity and diabetes.
Methods: We have developed a framework for interacting
with patient’s heterogeneous data (omics, clinical and biological information) and formalizing medical knowledge.
Results: In this paper we present new diagnosis model
to predicate NASH. We extracted 18 clinical concepts and
these concepts are annotated with SNOMED CT concepts.

We tested our diagnostic model with database of 36 patients. We have a performance of 91%.
Conclusion: This work represents a preliminary step in developing a CDSS and we’ll use a clinical database to test
this system and to compare it with others statistic reasoning methods.
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Introduction

tion of the disease. Infiltration of 30% of hepatocytes is
an incipient form, the moderate form means that 60% of
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is one of hepatocytes were infiltrated and severe form induces over
the most common causes of chronic liver disease in the 60% of infiltration hepatocytes [4].
world [1]. NAFLD is a clinical syndrome and is pathologically characterized by diffuse macrovesicular fatty change
in the hepatocytes. NAFLD includes simple nonalcoholic
fatty liver disease, nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH)
and hepatic cirrhosis [2]. NAFLD is a recently recognized
entity related to modern lifestyle and with expanded clinical importance because of the rising incidence of obesity and diabetes. NAFLD is an increasingly recognized
cause of liver-related morbidity and mortality and it is
frequently associated with insulin resistance. While insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia, are, in large part,
metabolic consequences of obesity, the basis of diversity
in severity and progression of inflammation and fibrosis is
not known [3].
The presence of fat in the liver means the accumulation
Figure 1: Diagram representing the CBFCM method.
of triglycerides. This accumulation determines the evolu-
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NASH is a disease evolving under the influence of various stimuli still poorly understood. However in this disease, it is well know that insulin resistance is largely implied [5]. Risk factors for NASH/ Fibrosis are: Old over 45
years, Obesity, Diabetes/Insulin resistance, low platelets,
low albumin, AST > ALT and imaging signs of hyper
portal hypertension.

2.1

CPG Formalization

In the present work we used not only CPG1 but also
scientific literature as sources of knowledge. We have developed a Fuzzy Semantic Web Reasoning approach using
the RDF/N3 language to express the rules from the knowledge sources [8]. This approach was previously tested for
Several biological Nash prediction tests are developed Infectious diseases diagnosis decision support [9].
[6, 7]. The evolution of NAFLD and NASH is variant for
each patient and it is important to use all relevant infor2.2 Case Based Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
mation to diagnose the disease: clinical information, bio(CBFCM)
logical test, genomic information and imaging. In this paper we describe a new diagnosis support system based on
validated knowledge from scientific literature and clinical
Case Based Fuzzy Cognitive Map (CBFCM) is a hypractice guidelines (CPG) to diagnose NASH. We tested brid decision-making computing technique [10]. CBFCM
our diagnostic model with database of 36 patients gener- is represented as nodes (concepts) that illustrate the difated randomly.
ferent aspects of the system’s behavior. Concepts may
represent variables, states, events, inputs and outputs,
which are essential to model a system [11]. The value of
each node (concept) is represented as Fuzzy Set. Figure
2 Methods
1 is a graphical representation of CBFCM method. A patient N is described by a set of clinical parameters. These
We have developed a framework for interacting with clinical parameters can be clinical signs, age, gender or
patient’s heterogeneous data (omics, clinical and biologi- biological results. CBFCM is validated in many medical
cal information) and formalizing medical knowledge.
areas [12, 13, 14, 15].
1 World Gastroenterology Organisation Global Guidelines:
Nonalcoholic Fatty Liver Disease and Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis

http://www.worldgastroenterology.org/assets/export/userfiles/2012
_NASH%20and%20NAFLD_Final_long.pdf

Figure 2: CPG fuzzy formalization method.
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Table 1: Clinical concepts of NASH diagnosis model.

Clinical concepts
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
C18
D1

2.3

Label Description
Hyperglycemia
Hypertriglyceridemia
HDL
Hypertension
BMI
Waist circumference
Fasting insulin
Index HOMA-IR
Alcohol consumption
ALT
AST
Apolipoprotein
GGT
Haptoglobin
α-fetoprotein
Adiponutrine gene profil
Old-Age
Sexe
NASH

SNOMED CT Concepts ID
80394007
302870006
9422000
38341003
60621009
276361009
252251004
237650006
160580001
250637003
250641004
259599001
60153001
85294008
16236008
413451007
70753007
263495000
197321007

Case Based Fuzzy Cognitive Map
Reasoning Mechanism

Where m is a constant parameter [13]. The parameter m determines how quickly the f (x) approaches the
limiting values of 0 and 1. The transformation function
is used to reduce unbounded weighted sum to a certain
The CBFCM reasoning process follows a number of range, which hinders quantitative analysis, but allows for
steps till the system’s equilibrium point. These steps qualitative comparisons between concepts.
can be found in [10, 12] and we briefly present them
In order to remove the spurious influence of inactive
here. At first step, the initial state of the concepts is
given either from experts or from the existing medical concepts (concepts with zero values) on other concepts,
database. During reasoning the CBFCM iteratively calcu- and to avoid the conflicts emerge in cases where the initial
lates its state until convergence. The state is represented values of concepts are 0.5, as well as the missing data, a
by a state vector C (k) , which consists of real node values modified CBFCM reasoning formalism can be used. Based
(k)
Ci ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, 2, . . . N at an iteration k. The value of on this assumption, we reformulated eq. (1) as:


each node is calculated by the following equation:
N
X
(k+1)
(k)
(k)


Ci
= f (2Ci − 1) +
(2Cj − 1) · Wji 
N
X
(k+1)
(k)
(k)
j=1,j6=i
Ci
= f Ci +
Cj · Wji 
(1)
(3)
j=1,j6=i
Where f is a threshold (activation) function:
f (x) =

1
1 + e−m(x)

For example, in Figure 1, the value of a concept “DiagnosisN” is obtained by multiplying the value of each of
its input concepts, Ci , by their respective weights, Wij ,
giving values in [0..1]. These values are then summed as
(2)
in eq. (1) and eq. (3) and the nonlinear function f is used

Figure 3: Example of decision rules.
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to limit the range of possible output values. The inference
follows an iteration process till the system convergence in
a steady state (means a state where all the concepts do
not change any more their values).
The simulation stops when a limit vector is reached,
i.e., when Cik − Cik−1 ≤ e; where e is a residual, whose
value depends on the application type (and in most applications is equal to 0.001) [13]. The conclusions based on
CBFCM should be viewed together with existing scientific
knowledge [14].
The construction of CBFCM [9] is consisting of three
parts: (a) to determine concepts and (b) to determine the
strength of cognitive relationships between concepts (c) to
explicit fuzzy control rules (see Figure 2).
In the semantic web N3 formalism, the weights Wij
are in the range [0, 1], each weight (concepts’ influences)
presents a degree of influence from 0 to 1 [8].

2.4

Information model

The Semantic Web framework based on CBFCM integrate heterogeneous data: clinical data (signs, symptoms. . . ), Biological data (lab test. . . ), Imaging and
Omics data. To create a patient clinical profile we need
to use all these types of data. These data are annotated
with SNOMED CT concepts. We extracted a related part
of SNOMED CT using UMLS.

3

Results

We extracted 18 clinical concepts and these concepts
are annotated with SNOMED CT concepts (Table 1). We
tested our diagnostic model with database of 36 patients.
We have a performance of 91%.
Figure 3 is an example of result rules. This output is N3 triples:PatienIdxxx is the ID of our patients,
snomedct:266468003 is a decision concept (NASH) and
fl:pi is the confidence degree of the decision (the range
value is (0-1))

4

Discussion and Conclusion

The CBFCM approach allowed us to integrate heterogeneous clinical data to perform a personalized patient
profile. This method can identify causal relationships between clinical, biological, genetic concepts and decision
concept (Diagnosis of NASH). The use of CBFCM enables to incorporate several sources of knowledge (several CPGs, knowledge from literature), which is of great
advantage since all knowledge is rarely embedded in a
unique CPG. Indeed, knowledge of a medical field is usually broad, complex and closely related to other areas so
that several knowledge sources are needed to cover and
modeled the medical domain in question.
We have implemented the knowledge bases, rules and
databases in the same environment (RDF, N3, Euler. . . )
without compatibility constraints; this is one of the adc 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.

vantages of using Semantic Web tools. The success rate
of 91% shows the functionality of the model and its future
usefulness in clinical practice.
The conducted study allowed us to test cognitive approaches reasoning to enable personalized medicine. The
advantage of this approach is to enable the sharing and
reuse of knowledge and simplify maintenance. This work
represents a preliminary step in developing a CDSS and
we’ll use a clinical database to test this system and to
compare it with others statistic reasoning methods.
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Abstract
Background: There are a lot of possibilities how to monitor the patient using wireless technologies and how to initiate the appropriate action in life-threatening situations.
The paper focuses on those issues. The overview of basic
principles and outline of significant advantages and disadvantages of the methods are presented.
Objectives: The main aim of these solutions is to ensure
safety of the elderly and impaired people in their everyday
life, and especially, to enable the possibility to stay in their
natural environment (home, family, etc.) instead of institutionalizing them.
Methods: Two solutions for monitoring and providing better life quality conditions are presented in more detail. The
specific solution for monitoring vital signs and classifying
urgent states using telemedical system - the Intelligent
Primer Nurse application - is presented in detail. The smart
system combining the telemedical approach and home TV
computer - Home Brain system - is described.

Results: Both solutions have been tested in real use and
under different conditions. The Intelligent Primer Nurse
system has been tested during long term vital signs monitoring including several activities - walking, running and
idle standing. The Home Brain system has been evaluated
during a pilot study with a group of elderly in their real life.
The user experiences have been investigated by a moderated discussion.
Conclusions: Finally, we discuss the future development
in this domain.
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Introduction

trocardiogram (ECG), heart rate (HR), breathing rate,
body temperature, blood pressure, etc. [1]. Many clinCurrently, there is an increasing demand for smart so- ical trials have been performed, e.g. [2, 3] assessing the
lutions helping and serving in daily life. Teenagers, stu- usefulness and efficiency of telemonitoring systems.
dents, young people, and also many people in productive
Many of the existing solutions could be easily adopted
age are the users of smart phones, tablets, netbooks, and
and adapted to elderly and applied in real life. The main
other smart and portable devices. Although elderly peoaim of almost all of these applications is to safeguard the
ple often mistrust these devices, it could be observed durelderly and impaired people in their daily life, and more
ing the last years that there is an increasing interest in
specifically to enable them stay even longer in their own
these solutions also in post-productive age. Elderly peonatural environment (home, family, etc.) rather than beple become suddenly aware that the smart solutions could
ing institutionalized.
significantly help them managing their daily life.
Simultaneously with the decrease of mobile device
prices, the number of mobile applications has been growing. Especially in the field of personal health state monitoring, the speed of development of applications is very
rapid. Actually we can measure many physiological parameters from a human body in relatively easy way: elecc 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.

Based on the facts mentioned above, one of the most
actual problem is to design and develop the smart solutions, embedded devices, and telemonitoring applications
as user-friendly as possible [4, 5]. The paper presents two
examples of solutions for monitoring health status and
providing better life for elderly or impaired persons.
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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Methods

The alarm is activated whenever the heart rate is out
of the pre-defined range or when the user is inactive for
long time. The activity alarm could be inhibited by pushing the activity button. The device is able to send alarm
signal wirelessly to the subordinate PC system or directly
to the control center.

The first solution is a specific solution for monitoring
vital signs and classifying urgent states using telemedical
system - the so-called Intelligent Primer Nurse application. The second one is a smart system combining the
telemedical approach and home TV computer - the so1.3
called the Home Brain system.

1.2

Intelligent Primer Nurse

The Intelligent Primer Nurse is a device for a continuous monitoring of vital signs that acts as a personal and
portable vital signs monitor (see the Fig. 1 for the laboratory realization). The device is able to activate alarms
in case the vital signs are not any longer in the specified,
pre-defined range. Chronically diseased, elderly, and other
threatened persons including persons at risk for a stroke
are the target group of users.

Home Brain

Home Brain is a unique system put into practice at
the end of 2011 after more than five year of advanced
research. The system is technically designed as a small
device like a set-top-box connected to a standard TV set
(see Fig. 2). The main aim of the device is to provide the
gate functionality to the Internet, multimedia services, senior monitoring, health state monitoring, social networking, remote control of home devices, intelligent security
system, etc. The Home Brain system allows networking
without demand for complicated control in the easiest way
possible. This approach significantly increases the ability
of elderly to stay at their own home environment instead
of moving them into centers of institutionalized care such
as senior houses [7].

The device as such is based on the EvoPrimer [6] development kit. The basic kit is supplemented with the
extension board, the input module, and communication
modules. The device allows measuring electrocardiography (ECG), plethysmography (PPG) and activity (ac- 2
Results
celerometry) signals, displaying the values of the signals
on the screen in real time, and processing these signals
Both systems presented above have been tested in real
accordingly.
use and under different conditions.

Figure 1: Intelligent Primer Nurse.
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The Intelligent Primer Nurse application has been
evaluated in simulated situations, the so-called test scenarios. The system has been tested during long term vital signs monitoring including several activities - walking, running and idle standing. The reaction to lifethreatening situations like low heart rate, no activity (for
example after the falling down) etc. has been also tested
[8].
The Home Brain system has been evaluated during a
pilot study with a group of elderly in their real life. During
this study the Home Brain has been tested by 5 users, 4
women and 1 man, from 66 to 78 years old. The user experiences have been investigated by a moderated discussion.
As a main advantage of the system the users high-lighted
the simplicity and the intuitiveness of system control. The
respondents had no manuals, they learned only by using
the system. They agree that the most important issue is
not to be afraid of using the Home Brain. As the most frequently used functions they activate watching TV, using
a TV archive (instead video-recorder), listening to radio,
Skype calling, instant messaging, using the photo archive,
managing details about their home (payments, important
decisions, dates of medical visits etc.) and evidence of

health status. The respondents have been also asked for
arguments for potential new users. As crucial arguments
they mention the simplicity of the use, the comfortableness, and the enhancement of communication possibilities
[9].
Recently, the Home Brain has been introduced to the
market.

3

Conclusion

There are many possibilities to help elderly and impaired persons in their everyday life. Using the up-to-date
techniques and applications such as smart phones, tablets
and specialized portable devices, it is relatively cheap and
easy to monitor the health status continuously, to send a
message in case the health status is not all right, and to
additionally network them with their family, friends, or
caregivers. For further development we have to keep in
mind the requirement on simple and intuitive control of
these devices that can increase their acceptance in population. Another issue that is not yet satisfactorily solved
is the interoperability of different solutions. The ultimate

Figure 2: Home Brain.
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goal is to introduce the "plug-and-play" concept for easier
extension of the applications.
The number of possibilities to monitor personal health
status is increasing as fast as the prices of new technologies
are getting down.
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Abstract
Objective: A lack of acceptance has hindered the
widespread adoption and implementation of clinical
prediction rules (CPRs). The use of clinical decision
support systems (CDSSs) has been advocated as one
way of facilitating a broader dissemination and validation
of CPRs. This requires computable models of clinical
evidence based on open standards rather than closed
proprietary content.
Methods: The on-going TRANSFoRm project has developed ontological models of CPRs suitable for providing
CPR based decision support.

Results: This paper describes the design and implementation of a generic ontology model for the representation
of computable CPRs. The conceptual validity and implementation of the ontology is discussed using an illustrative
example of a CPR in the form of the Alvarado Score for
acute appendicitis.
Conclusions: We demonstrate how the model is used
to query the structure of this particular rule, providing a
generic computable representation suitable for the representation of CPRs in general.
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Introduction

to it [4]. This can lead to confusion and a lack of clarity
about which CPR variations are the “correct” or “best”
Although many diverse examples of clinical prediction ones to use.
With some exceptions the format for dissemination of
rules (CPRs) in primary care can be identified in research
literature, their use has yet to gain widespread acceptance CPRs is largely literature based, putting an onus on clinamong clinicians [1, 2]. There are a number of valid con- icians to search literature for suitable CPRs [5]. This is
cerns that influence why clinicians are reluctant to use compounded by the fact that literature based rules are
by their nature static in content and do not provide for
them as part of their day-to-day clinical practice.
Despite the existence of an accepted development life- recording of versioned rule changes. This may have imcycle for producing CPRs, many of them have tradition- plications for the applicability of any particular CPR as
ally focussed solely on the derivation phase of the CPR changes take place over time in the demographics of the
lifecycle [3]. Many derived CPRs are subject to poor or original rule derivation study population.
non-existent CPR validation and impact analysis. This
lack of validation severely limits their perceived applicability to the same restricted patient populations defined
in the original derivation research populations. Complications may arise when there are multiple rules derived by
different researchers for any chosen clinical condition. As
an example, a clinical condition such as Pulmonary Embolism has numerous variations of CPRs that may pertain
c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.

One suggested way of addressing these limitations is
through development of clinical decision support systems
(CDSSs) based on computable models of clinical evidence
[6, 7, 8]. The ultimate vision is to provide for computable
representations of CPRs that allow derivation, validation,
dissemination, versioning and on-going revision from empirical sources of electronic primary care patient data.
This can be complemented using extraction of patient cues
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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and demographics from electronic health records (EHRs)
as a trigger for initiating appropriate rule execution.
The TRANSFoRm project has developed computable
ontological models of CPRs to support their electronic
derivation, implementation and validation [9]. We describe the models and conceptual validity through implementation of a well studied CPR, the Alvarado score
[10, 11]. We demonstrate how clinical questions are expressed as ontological queries for use by a CPR based
CDSS currently being developed by the TRANSFoRm
project.

2
2.1

Definition and application of
Clinical Prediction Rules

with a particular clinical complaint. This is done by considering each differential diagnosis and can involve “ruling
out” differentials based on the underlying diagnostic cues
as presented by the patient. CPRs can provide a useful tool to assist with these potential “rule outs” using the
results of applying suitable CPRs obtained to any particular patient case [13]. Their appropriate use can be applied
as a tool to reduce the possibility of diagnostic error at
the outset through consideration of possible differentials
[12, 13]. As an example a patient presenting with abdominal pain who scores less than 4 on the Alvarado score,
could indicate a potential “rule out” for acute appendicitis for that patient.

3

CPR Definition

Model Development
Methodology

The development of the formal models of clinical preIt is necessary to clearly define at the outset what we
diction
rules described here followed a number of distinct
mean when we talk about using a clinical prediction rule.
steps
subsequently
described in detail:
A CPR “is a clinical tool that quantifies the individual contributions that various components of the history, physi• Clinical use case development.
cal examination, and basic laboratory results make toward
the diagnosis, prognosis, or likely response to treatment in
• Functional requirements definition of the CPR
a patient” [12, 13]. The formal characteristics of a CPR
model.
can be clearly identified based on this definition. Typically a CPR is derived from a statistical model and will
• Model design based on functional requirements.
be constructed and structured based on the following dis• Model construction and clinical evidence populatinct parts:
tion.
• A clinical outcome that relates to a defined diag• Clinical use case implementation and validation.
nostic, prognostic or treatment outcome associated
with a selected clinical condition.

3.1

Clinical Use Case Development

• A set of diagnostic cues and associated criteria that
is indicative of the clinical outcome being assessed
The models presented here provide the backend knowlby the rule.
edgebase to be used as part of a broader piece of work currently in progress to develop a functional diagnostic deci• A statistically derived scoring scheme that quantifies sion support system as part of the TRANSFoRm project.
the relative contribution of each cue where present The CDSS will consume and ask clinical questions of the
to the clinical outcome.
models described here that provide the underlying knowledgebase. This CDSS tool will be deployed and used by
• A threshold based scoring scheme that defines rela- primary care practitioners to assist them in formulating
tive clinical interpretations of risk categories for all and quantifying differential diagnoses to consider for papossible scores for the rule.
tients presenting with three defined diagnostic conditions.
The use of electronic CPRs will be deployed as part of the
• An optional decision indicating a clinical action in diagnostic strategy for ruling out of potential differential
response to each risk category to be recommended diagnoses. The three primary care patient safety use cases
based on each of the defined threshold scores.
will be used to test and validate the fully functional CDSS
being developed by TRANSFoRm.
2.2 Application of CPRs as part of a
The selected patient safety use cases focus on potendefined Diagnostic Strategy
tial diagnoses relating to patients presenting with the general complaints of chest pain, abdominal pain or dyspIn order to understand how CPRs may be potentially noea. These were chosen for the cognitive challenge they
applied as a diagnostic tool in clinical practice it is useful present in primary care with potential for diagnostic erto place their use in a broader diagnostic context. A clin- ror [14, 15]. Reviews of evidence based sources identiician needs to formulate and consider the evidence for all fied CPRs supporting selected diagnoses for these patient
possible differential diagnoses when a patient first presents safety use cases [10, 16]. In total 41 clinical prediction
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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rules were identified relating to 20 diagnostic conditions
relating to the three patient safety use cases. In this paper we describe the model representation of a single CPR
called the Alvarado Score relating to a diagnosis of appendicitis for a patient presenting with abdominal pain.

3.2

Functional Requirements Definition of
the CPR Model

In considering the model design requirements it is useful to first consider the functional requirements of any
application that will use those developed models. The
models described here will be ultimately queried by the
TRANSFoRm CDSS. The CDSS will want to query particular diagnostic conditions, retrieve associated CPRs for
any condition and query all of the constituent rule struc-
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tures for any selected CPR. We have therefore defined our
model requirements based on the different CPR related
questions it needs to be able to answer. The functional
requirements can be stated as clinical questions we wish
to be able to ask of our CPR model. We identified the following questions as general functional requirements that
we want to able to answer using the finished CDSS tool:
• What are the differential diagnoses to consider for a
selected patient reason for encounter (RFE)?
• What are the related CPRs associated with a selected diagnosis?
• What are the cues, criteria and associated scores of
a selected CPR?
• What are the scoring interpretation schemes of a selected CPR?

Figure 1: Relationship of CPR ontology concepts.

c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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• What are the population characteristics associated ready defined can be considered to also define suitable onfor application of a selected CPR?
tology competency questions. If our ontology is designed
correctly we should be able to express all our competency
• What is the clinical setting associated for applica- questions as formal ontology queries that generate correct
tion of a selected CPR?
clinical results with respect to our selected clinical use
cases when executed (in this case representation of the
• What are the supporting literature sources for a se- Alvarado Score for appendicitis). Competency questions
lected CPR?
were deconstructed to identify the required formal ontology concepts and defined relationships that exist between
• What is the current version number of a selected them. The ontology concepts and relationships identified
CPR?
are shown in Figure 1. Although named inverse relationships exist for all relationships within the constructed on3.3 Model Design based on Functional
tology, we have only shown relationships in one direction
Requirements Definition
in the diagram for clarity. For example the relationship
‘hasDifferentialDiagnosis’ has a corresponding inverse reAn ontology representation was chosen as the basis lationship called ‘isDifferentialDiagnosisOf’ that is not exfor the CPR model to support dissemination of CPRs us- plicitly shown.
These core CPR ontology concepts are described in
ing open standards that support a simple underlying data
structure. Many methodologies have been proposed for Table 1 along with examples of clinical instances and asdesign and development of ontologies [17]. The approach sociated attributes of those concepts.
we have selected uses an application focussed approach
A fundamental requirement of the TRANSFoRm
where ontology requirements are expressed as “compe- project is the appropriate use of standard clinical vocabtency questions” that can then be used as a set of func- ularies, terminologies and classifications to add semantic
tional requirements to validate ontology completeness [18]. meaning to any ontology terms being used through bindIn our example, the functional requirements we have al- ing of vocabulary terms.
Table 1: Core CPR Ontology Classes with Descriptions and Class Attribute Examples.
Class Name and Description
EvidenceRFE:
The patient reported reason for encounter (RFE)

Class Instance
AbdominalPainRFE

EvidenceDiagnosis:
A differential diagnosis of a particular RFE

Appendicitis

ClinicalPredictionRule:
A versioned CPR associated with a particular diagnosis with links to supporting literature URLs

AlvaradoScore1_0

ClinicalPredictionRuleElement:
One individual element of the CPR that is associated
with one cue and the criteria to apply to it for a particular CPR
EvidenceCue:
An associated sign, symptom, risk or clinical test that
may be associated and reused in more than one CPR

AlvaradoScoreElement1

EvidenceCriteria:
The criteria and weighted rule score associated with a
ClinicalPredictionRuleElement. The presence or absence of the cue and score is indicated through the
criteria attributes
ClinicalPredictionRuleScore:
A score range to be used for clinical interpretation of
the rule along with the textual interpretation of that
score level
EvidenceContext:
A group of classes that defines the evidence population
demographics used to derive the rule
EvidenceClinicalEnvironment:
The clinical setting or context in which the rule was
derived and is suitable for application

AlvaradoElementCriteria1

EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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Attribute Examples
hasUMLSCode C0000737
hasIPC2Code D06
hasICD10Code R10.0
hasReadCode XaA06 YaYkf
hasUMLSCode C0003615
hasIPC2Code D88
hasICD10Code K35
hasReadCode J20..Y30Di
hasRuleVersion 1_0
hasSupportingLiteratureURL
http://www.biomedcentral.com/content
/pdf/1741-7015-9-139.pdf

hasUMLSCode C0375548
hasIPC2Code D09
hasICD10Code R11.0
hasReadCode X75qw.Y7Cjf
isPresent = True
hasScoreInterpretation 1

AlvaradoScoreLevel3

hasStartScore 7
hasEndScore 10
hasScoreInterpretation “Surgery”

Adult,
Male,
Ireland
PrimaryCare

hasAgeGreaterThan 17
hasISOCode 1
hasISOCode “IE”

c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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A TRANSFoRm vocabulary service has been developed to allow runtime access to a number of vocabularies through defined web service interface methods [19].
The Unified Medical Language System [UMLS] has been
used as a pivot terminology from which mappings have
been provided to others including the International Classification of Primary Care Version 2 (ICPC2), SNOMED
Clinical Terms, the International Classification of Diseases
Version 10 (ICD10) and Read Codes [20, 21, 22, 23].

3.4
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Model Construction and Clinical
Evidence Population

This constructed ontology design has been expressed
using the ontology language/resource description framework (OWL/RDF) representation and implemented using
the Protégé 4.1 ontology designer [24, 25, 26]. It is hosted
using a Sesame triple store for query formulation, testing and future dynamic programmatic update of ontology
content [27, 28]. The clinical content for the ontology was
The CPR ontology model provides attributes (as manually populated as instances of the ontology concepts
shown in Table 1) to allow association of selected termino- to reflect the structure of the Alvarado score as described
logical codes to instances of the EvidenceRFE, Evidence- in literature [10, 11].
Diagnosis and EvidenceCue concepts. Multiple code system terms can be associated to any instance. At present 3.5 Ontology Metrics
these terms are manually entered into the ontology.
The CPR ontology model is part of a larger clinical
In order to facilitate CPR execution based on coded evidence ontology model that also supports the general
RFEs or diagnostic cues extracted from individual patient representation of diagnostic knowledge. The knowledgeEHRs, future development will focus on integrating the base metrics for the full ontology are:
ontology models with the TRANSFoRm vocabulary ser• Number of ontology classes = 43
vice. This will allow querying at runtime using only UMLS
associations to pivot to the appropriate terminology im• Number ontology relationships = 101
plemented by the EHR data. This can also provide for
coded ontology content to be represented and populated
• Data of ontology attributes = 48
dynamically into the ontology through application of data
mining techniques to electronic sources of coded primary
• Number of ontology class instances = 505
care data.
Table 2: Competency Questions 1-4 (from Table 1) Expressed as SPARQL Queries with Associated Results.
SPARQL (Protocol and RDF Query Language)
SELECT ?DifferentialDiagnosis
WHERE {?DifferentialDiagnosis
isDifferentialDiagnosisOf AbdominalPainRFE .}
SELECT ?CPR
WHERE {?CPR isCprOf Appendicitis.}
SELECT ?CueElement ?Property ?Value
WHERE {?RuleElement isRuleElementOf
AlvaradoScore1_0.
?CriteriaElement isCriteriaOf ?RuleElement.
?CueElement isCueElementOf ?RuleElement.
?CriteriaElement ?Property ?Value.
?Property rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty. }

SELECT ?ScoreElement ?Property ?Value
WHERE {?ScoreElement isScoreSchemeOf
AlvaradoScore1_0 .
?ScoreElement ?Property ?Value.
?Property rdf:type owl:DatatypeProperty. }
ORDER By ?ScoreElement

c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.

Query Result (Instance Relation Value)
Appendicitis, BacterialEnteritis
ChronsDisease, CorPulmonale
EctopicPregnancy, Pyelonephritis
UrinaryTractInfection
AlvaradoScore1_0
MigrationOfPain isPresent true
MigrationOfPain hasScoreInterpretation 1
Anorexia isPresent true
Anorexia hasScoreInterpretation 1
Nausea isPresent true
Nausea hasScoreInterpretation 1
RightLowerQuadrantTenderness isPresent true
RightLowerQuadrantTenderness hasScoreInterpretation 2
ReboundPain isPresent true
ReboundPain hasScoreInterpretation 1
ElevatedTemperature isPresent true
ElevatedTemperature hasScoreInterpretation 1
Leucocystosis isPresent true
Leucocystosis hasScoreInterpretation 2
WhiteBloodCellShiftLeft isPresent true
WhiteBloodCellShiftLeft hasScoreInterpretation 1
AlvaradoLevel1 hasScoreInterpretation "Discharge"
AlvaradoLevel1 hasStartScore1
AlvaradoLevel1 hasEndScore 4
AlvaradoLevel2 hasScoreInterpretation "Observation/Admission"
AlvaradoLevel2 hasStartScore 5
AlvaradoLevel2 hasEndScore 6
AlvaradoLevel3 hasScoreInterpretation "Surgery”
AlvaradoLevel3 hasStartScore 7
AlvaradoLevel3 hasEndScore 10

EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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4

Clinical Use Case
Implementation and Validation

4.1

The Alvarado Score as a CPR example

A particular clinical example of a well studied CPR is
the Alvarado Score which we will use as a clinical example to illustrate use of our models. This rule categorises
the risk of patients having potential acute appendicitis
based on the presence or absence of 8 diagnostic indicators. The risk of appendicitis is expressed as three scorebased risk categories with associated recommended treatment options. This rule has been designed to be suitable
for primary care and is based on the presence of diagnostic cues without the need for imaging [10]. Reviews have
highlighted the importance of capturing the demographic
context of the derivation study population. Clinical performance of the Alvarado score has been shown to vary in
different populations depending on gender and age, performing best for adult males [11]. This demographic variability should be reflected in any model design.
Using the example of appendicitis and the Alvarado
Score we identified the following questions as functional
requirements that we want to able to answer using the
finished CDSS tool:

4.3

Development of Clinical Evidence
Service

The evidence defined in the ontology has been made
available to the TRANSFoRm CDSS through a REST
based web service [29]. This allows the CDSS to access
ontology resources through defined URL constructs that
are linked to programmatically implemented SPARQL
queries. The Sesame infrastructure provides a programmable API that can be used to programmatically
connect to and query the ontology using SPARQL queries.
The rest interface was developed using Java implementing
the Jersey REST implementation [30].
System interoperability is supported by allowing query
results to be returned to any third party consumer tool
in a number of supported data formats including XML,
JSON and plain text responses. In addition, the Sesame
infrastructure also provides its own REST based interface
that can be used directly to execute SPARQL queries to
return responses in native RDF data formats. The components of the evidence service are shown in Figure 2.

• What are the differential diagnoses to consider for a
reason for encounter (RFE) of abdominal pain?
• What are the CPRs associated with the differential
diagnosis of appendicitis?
• What are the cues, criteria and associated scores of
the Alvarado score?
• What are the scoring interpretation schemes of the
Alvarado score?
• What are the population characteristics associated
for application of the Alvarado score?
• What is the clinical setting associated for application of the Alvarado score?
• What are the supporting literature sources for the
Alvarado score?
• What is the current version number of the Alvarado
score?

4.2

Expression of CPR Model Queries

The competency questions previously defined as functional requirements were expressed as Protocol and RDF
Query Language (SPARQL) ontology queries using the
ontology concepts and relationships previously identified
[28]. These queries were executed and results checked for
consistency with respect to the clinical evidence sources
used to populate the ontology. Queries and results are
shown in Table 2 for four competency questions
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1

Figure 2: Evidence service components.

As an example, the structure of the Alvarado score can be accessed using the URI
http://localhost:8080/ClinicalEvidenceRESTService /interfaces/query/cprs/AlvaradoScore1_0. A sample of the
generated XML output is shown in Figure 3.
c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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4.4

Implementation of a Diagnostic
Strategy using Evidence Service Calls

We previously referred to the role of CPRs as part
of a broader diagnostic strategy to “rule out” a potential
diagnosis. The steps to be implemented would require:
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• Obtaining the scoring scheme and decisions for any
chosen CPR
• Execution of the CPR based on a comparison to the
patient cues provided to determine if a “rule out”
may be appropriate

Using the example of a patient presenting with abdominal pain and an investigation of possible appendicitis, the
• Obtaining a list of differential diagnoses to consider clinical evidence service can be used to implement these
based on a presenting patient RFE
steps using the following series of REST based calls to
present results as XML, JSON, plain text or RDF data
• Obtaining a list of the CPRs available for any difformats:
ferential diagnosis associated with the RFE
../ClinicalEvidenceRESTService/interfaces/query/rfes
• Obtaining the cues, criteria and scores for any cho- ../ClinicalEvidenceRESTService/interfaces/query /differentials/AbdominalPainLocalisedOtherRFE
sen CPR to apply

• Obtaining the list of supported patient RFEs

Figure 3: XML generated from evidence service to provide criteria for the Alvarado Score rule.

c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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../ClinicalEvidenceRESTService/interfaces/query
/cprs/Appendicitis
../ClinicalEvidenceRESTService/interfaces/query
/cprs/AlvaradoScore1_0
../ClinicalEvidenceRESTService/interfaces/query
/cprs/score/AlvaradoScore1_0
At present, the actual third party tool consumer would
implement a web service client to provide the logic to compare appropriate EHR patient coded data RFEs and cues
to the information returned by the service. Future work
will parameterise the evidence service to allow submission
of patient data as XML directly to the web service which
will do the evidence comparison itself, returning a CPR
result based on the patient data provided.

5

Discussion

A core requirement for the development of the CPR
model was that it be a generalisable representation of the
common structure of CPRs and not just suitable for the
representation of specific examples of rules as found in
literature. The efficacy of using CPRs as tools to be deployed in decision support systems has been shown to be
effective but focussed on implementing specific instances
of CPRs rather than supporting their more general usage
through a service based knowledgebase [31]. We have used
the model to represent 41 clinical prediction rules relating
to 20 diagnoses including the Finnish Diabetes Risk Score
[32], the Edwards Score [33] (tuberculosis) and the Little
Symptom rule [34] (urinary tract infection).
In considering how this model relates to other initiatives to represent electronic clinical guidelines it is important to consider the original definition of a CPR previously
provided. Each CPR is defined to be a discreet independent clinical tool to be used in its own right with respect
to a particular patient. They do not attempt to define
a complex clinical workflow or series of clinical steps to
be implemented. From this point of view they are potentially useful tools to support decision-making in primary
care where time pressures apply to consultations with each
patient. As such, they could be considered to be either
stand alone tools or are analogous to decision points found
in more complex electronic guidelines that do define computable workflows, such as Guideline Interchange Format
(GLIF) or the Guideline Elements Model (GEM) [35, 36].
The previous definition of a CPR also allows for an
optional clinical decision or action to be taken based on
the score outcome of the rule (sometimes then referred to
as a Clinical Decision Rule). It was considered to be out
of the scope of this work to represent these clinical decisions as computable entities in their own right and they
have been treated as informational textual descriptions in
the ontology e.g. “Surgery”. It could be possible though
to represent these decisions as separate concepts in their
own right within the ontology e.g. CPRClinicalDecision.
The workflow content of these clinical decisions could be
modelled separately as GLIF or GEM based guidelines
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1

with an appropriate reference or link from our ontology
concepts.
There are limitations to this work because the
TRANSFoRm project as a whole is still a work in progress.
The future development of the clinical decision support
system that consumes our evidence service will be necessary to do a full clinical validation of the models that we
propose here. What we have presented here is a conceptual validation of the ontology structure and the implementation in a way that supports system interoperability
(through recognised data representation standards such
as XML, JSON and RDF) along with semantic interoperability (through the use of the TRANSFoRm vocabulary
service).

6

Conclusion

The research described in this paper can encourage
the wider use and acceptance of clinical prediction rules
by clinicians in three ways; by making CPRs more accessible and searchable than literature equivalents; through
provision of a computable representation that allows for
development of versioned rules from data mined sources
of aggregated primary care data that are more sensitive
to clinicians own patient populations; through provision
of a web service allowing the deployment of CPRs as part
of third party decision support tools linked to EHRs to
facilitate easier use and execution.
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Abstract
Aims: Impact of potentially toxic elements (PTE) on
the health status of population of the Slovak Republic
has been studied in two historical mining areas with
ore extraction from Middle Ages (the Middle Slovak
Neovolcanics, the Slovak Ore Mts.) and one historical
mining area with more than hundred years brown coal
mining (Upper Nitra region).
Methods: The contents of PTE were analysed in groundwater/ drinking water and soils. The health status of
resident population was evaluated based on 43 health
indicators classified according to the international classification of diseases (ICD, 10th revision), including mainly
those indicators characterizing mortality on cardiovascular
and oncological diseases. In these areas the health status
of population living in municipalities with increased PTE
contents (As, Pb, Zn, Cu, Cd, Hg and Sb) was compared
with that in adjacent municipalities showing low PTE
contents.

Results: A total of 138 contaminated and 155 noncontaminated municipalities of similar socioeconomic, natural and geochemical-geological character were compared.
PTE contents in soils of polluted municipalities reported
considerably increased levels – between 2 to 10 times
higher in contrast to non-contaminated municipalities.
On the other hand, PTE contents in groundwater were
almost identical both in contaminated as well as noncontaminated areas and in majority of cases were below
limit standard values for drinking water.
Conclusion: Based on the assessment of the health status
of population (using 43 health indicators), no significant
difference in the health status of population in contaminated and non-contaminated municipalities has been reported.
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1

Introduction

The connection between the geological environment
and human health has been known since antiquity. Both
excess and deficiency chemical elements in the environment can result in possible negative health effects. Most
of the studies in medical geology and public health deal
with the influence of potentially toxic elements (PTE)
from geological materials (rocks, soil, water, stream sediments, ambient dust, etc.) in the environment on the
health of local population in geogenically or anthropogenically contaminated areas. Research focused on the impact
of increased arsenic contents, particularly in groundwater/drinking water, on human health is a typical example
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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of these studies [1, 2]. Another important topic of concern is the historical mining sites throughout the world
because of the potentially adverse impact on the local
population of the mobilized geological materials containing PTEs [3, 4, 5, 6]. In these areas there is a higher
probability of potential health risks with regard to considerably increased contents of various PTE particularly
in soils and groundwater as a result of intense historical
mining activities.
In Slovakia there are several historical mining sites as
a heritage of long-term mining activities carried out in the
past (exploitation and processing of Ag-Au-Sb ores, PbZn-Cu ores, Hg ores, brown coal, etc.). The health status of population living in three historic mining areas of
c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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the Slovak Republic, where higher PTE contents were observed in geological components of the environment, was
compared with the health status of people living in adjacent areas of similar socioeconomic character and the
same or similar geological structure with low or no PTE
contamination. The main objective of this study was to
assess how, and to what extent, the PTE contamination
of the geological environment might influence the health
status of residents living in the selected historical mining
areas.

2

Material

The connection between the contaminated geological
environment in the selected historical mining sites and
the health status of the local population has been assessed
based on the data from national databases of environmental and health indicators [7].
The environmental indicators are the contents of chemical elements, components or values of chemical parameters analysed and measured in the environment [7]. In this
study we evaluate environmental indicators in groundwater and soils as these components of geological environment definitely show the most significant connection with
human health [8]. In addition, it is probable that PTE
contents in groundwater and soils can influence human
health to a great extent.
In Slovakia, groundwater is used as the source of drinking water for more than 90% of Slovak inhabitants [9]. The
soil is the base of food chain and represents that part of
the environment, where human life directly takes place.
Crops we eat are grown in soil and meat, eggs, and milk
come from animals the life of which is integrally connected
with the soil too. Moreover, children and also some adults
are known to ingest soil as well. Thus, there are numerous ways that people can be exposed to the trace elements
in soil. The soil and groundwater chemical contents are
determined as "total contents" (way of digestion and sampling methods and chemical analysis [10, 11, 12].
The set of environmental indicators and their mean
values for groundwater and soils in the Slovak Republic is
summarized in Table 1 (according to [7]).
The total number of chemical analyses for groundwater was 20, 339 and for soils 10, 738. The data included
analyses that have been collected since 1991, when the
modern environmental-geochemical mapping of the Slovak Republic started under the IGCP 360 Geochemical
Correlation Programme [13]. The density of groundwater
samples was about one sample per 2.5 km2 and of soil
samples about one sample per 5 km2 .
The health indicators (the indicators health status
and demographic development of population) are variables that can express the health status of people in society via direct measurement or observation [14]. We can
say whether the assessed health is good or bad, only when
a number of areas or time periods are subject to our evaluation. In addition, they must be compared to each other
c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.

and to standard or published values for larger units within
a sufficiently long period of time (i.e. decades).
There is no single comprehensive indicator which
would capture all or majority of aspects of population
health status. Therefore, a relatively large set of multiple
indicators was used in the study.
With regard to sensitivity and, especially diversity of
the data there is the need for a longer period of time in
which health indicators are carefully monitored and evaluated. In our study we used a ten-year period (1994 2003) which still seems to be minimally sufficient particularly concerning small-sized or problematic municipalities
(military districts). The data of health indicators were
obtained from the database of the Statistical Office of the
Slovak Republic [15]. We only used the data describing
demography and mortality. The data evaluating the incidence of specific diseases are not available.
In order to assess the health status of population in
contaminated or non-contaminated areas 43 health indicators were selected. It is expected that these indicators
can be affected by the geological environment. The list of
assessed health indicators with nationwide mean values is
given in Table 5.
The selected health indicators describe relevant information on age, and particularly analyse mortality in many
different ways. We have deliberately chosen only robust
indicators that are stable, not rare, and do not alter suddenly. Out of the 43 health indicators subject to assessment four (1 to 4 in Table 5) are considered as positive, i.e.
the most favourable values are the highest values. The remaining 39 health indicators are negative, i.e. their most
favourable values should be as low as possible reaching
even zero values.

3
3.1

Methods
Elaboration of Environmental
Indicators

When elaborating and calculating the environmental
indicators we adopted the method of geochemical data
processing and such representation of environmental indicators so that they can be united with health indicators.
Therefore, we had to transform environmental indicators
into a form of health indicators, which represent one number for the assessed administrative unit of the Slovak Republic – a municipality or a district. Transformation of
the geochemical data on chemical composition of soils and
groundwater in the Slovak Republic was conducted in the
same way. Thus, the environmental indicators were calculated for the basic territorial units of the Slovak Republic
– municipalities (2,883 municipalities). Calculations of
environmental indicators represented a determination of
the mean value of an element or component for the evaluated territorial administration units (Slovak municipalities) based on the contents of all soil and water samples
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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Table 1: Characteristics of environmental indicators for the Slovak Republic (mean values).

found in a related administration unit using the kriging 3.3 Determination of
method [7].
Contaminated/Non-contaminated
The data for municipalities located in the three areas
Areas
with historical mining activities were selected from the nationwide geochemical data of environmental indicators for
all municipalities in the Slovak Republic and then analIt is possible to determine the influence of PTEs from
ysed (293 municipalities in total).
abandoned mining sites on human health only in three
regions with historical mining activities, in the Slovak Republic – a relatively small country with the total land area
3.2 Elaboration of Health Indicators
of less than 50,000 km2 . The three selected regions are as
All health indicators were calculated as a cumulative follows – the Middle Slovak Neovolcanics, the Slovak Ore
function for a period of years from 1994 to 2003, i.e. for Mts. and the Upper Nitra region (Fig. 1). The first two
a ten-year period, when all cases were summed and the regions represent the historical mining areas with ore exnumbers of inhabitants were taken as persons-per-years traction from the Middle Ages. Mining activities in these
(number of inhabitants as of December 31 in a pertinent areas were completed at the end of the twentieth century.
The third area is a territory characterized by exploitation
year) for each territorial unit (municipality) assessed.
of brown coal, which has been mined since 1909. CurCalculation methodology and standardization of
rently, brown coal extraction yields reach about 2 million
health indicators was carried out according to recommentonnes per year. This coal is primarily used for domestic
dations of WHO [16, 17, 18, 19].
heating in the region and as a source of fuel in a local
Selection of health indicators was based on the Inter- power plant. The coal is characterized an extremely high
national Classification of Diseases by the WHO 10th re- content of arsenic (about 800 ppm by weight) and sulphur
vision [20]. Demographic indicators describing the age (about 2% by weight).
composition of municipalities express the average age of
the population of the observed municipalities or areas. A
Determination of contaminated and adjacent nonpercentage of elderly people over 60 years was calculated contaminated areas in individual regions mentioned above
as 100 times the number of inhabitants aged 60 years and resulted from a basic criteria of a minimum number of 15
over per number of inhabitants. Indirect age-standardized municipalities in each of them.
mortality indicators were standardized to a Slovak standard (19 age groups). Relative mortality indicators are
The definition of contaminated and non-contaminated
calculated as the number of deaths per 100,000 inhabi- areas was based on the limit values for the assessment
tants (not involving the impact of the age of the inhabi- of soil pollution and drinking water quality valid in
tants). Potential years of life lost are calculated as 100,000 the Slovak Republic (Table 2). Contaminated or nontimes the sum of the years of people up to the age of nearly contaminated municipalities were selected based on the
65 years (deaths at age 1 to 64 years per number of inhab- PTE contents in soils, since the contents of health risk
itants. Calculation methods of various health indicators elements in soils are of higher variability than in groundor formulas used to calculate specific health indicators are water. Due to relatively high pH of water reaching almost
given in Table 5. Subsequently, from the nationwide data neutral pH values of (as a result of abundant presence of
of health indicators the data for municipalities located in carbonates in the ore veins) PTE mobility is seen as relathe three selected areas with historical mining acitivities tively very low. Under these conditions PTEs are removed
were selected and analysed.
from the groundwater and bound in soils and sediments.
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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Table 2: Assessed elements and their limit values.

Non-contaminated municipalities include those with
PTE contents in soils not exceeding reference values for
any of the assessed elements.
The determination of contaminated and noncontaminated areas in the three regions with historical
mining activities on the basis of the above criteria is
shown in Fig. 1. A total of 138 contaminated and
155 non-contaminated municipalities were selected and
then compared within individual assessed regions by the
concentration level of chemical elements/ compounds in
groundwater and soils (environmental indicators) and
health status of the population (health indicators).

4
4.1

Area Description
Geological Setting

The geologic structure of the evaluated areas is composed of various geological-tectonic units and thus is represented by rocks of varied petrographic and geochemical character [21]. While the geological environment of
the Middle Slovak Neovolcanics consists predominantly of
Neogene volcanics, geological structure in the other two

areas the geology is more complicated and contains rocks
of diverse geological character.
The eastern part of the Slovak Ore Mts. area consists
mainly of Lower-Paleozoic (Cambrian to Carboniferous)
weakly metamorphosed flysch metasediments (metasandstones, metagreywackes, phyllites) and metavolcanics
– basaltoid, keratophyre and rhyolite character. The
western part consists dominantly of Lower to Upper
Paleozoic metamorphic rocks of crystalline basement
with signs of migmatization, granitization, especially orthogneisses, paragneisses, migmatites, amphibolites, diorites and metacarbonates. Approximately 5 % of the
area is represented by the Mesozoic (carbonatic) sedimentary cover, which consists of the Lower-Triassic quartzite,
dolomite and limestone. Mainly metasomatic and ore
mineralizations of Fe, Cu, Pb, Zn, Sb, Ag, Au and Hg
have been mined in the Slovak Ore Mts. since the Middle
Ages.
The Middle Slovak Neovolcanics are predominantly
(over 95 %) consists of Neogene volcanics, particularly andesites, basalts (less by rhyolites and dacites), and their
pyroclastics. Crystalline rocks (orthogneisses, gneisses,
granites) together with the Mesozoic carbonatic rocks having manifestations of scarnization are locally found in the

Figure 1: Contaminated and non-contaminated areas of the Slovak Republic.

c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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Table 3: Unemployment rates in assessed areas in 2001 and 2011.

form of xenolithes. In the past the area of the Middle Slovak Neovolcanics was well-known as an important metallogenetic region with exploitation of Au, Ag, Pb, Zn, Cu
and Hg ores. Nowadays there is only a limited Au ore
mining in the area.
The centre of the Upper Nitra region is represented by
the Upper Nitra basin-shaped valley, typical intramontane the Tertiary depression of the Western Carpathians,
which is surrounded by core and volcanic mountains. The
basin area consists mainly of Paleogene nummulite sandy
limestones and polymict and dolomitic breccias and conglomerates gradually passing into sandstones, siltstones
and claystones. It is overlain by flysch sedimentation
where mainly sandstones alternate with claystones and
siltstones. The Neogene rocks are represented especially
by the Eggenburgian sandstones and conglomerates, clays
and Badenian volcaniclastics with coal seams being overlaying by basaltic andesites. These predominantly Tertiary sedimentary units constitute between 40 to 45 % of
the studied area. The Mesozoic (mostly carbonates) complexes in surrounding core areas consist mainly of a number of limestones and dolomites with andstones, shales
and quartzites covering about 20 % of the investigated
area. The crystalline marginal core areas are primarily
composed of acidic granitoid rocks with about 20% of the
area covered by migmatites and gneisses. About 20% of
the studied area, particularly in the Eastern border, consists of neovolcanic rocks – andesites, basalts and pyroclastics.
In the Upper Nitra region (Prievidza, Handlová,
Nováky) brown coal and lignite exploitation has been carried out for more than 100 years.

4.2

Socioeconomic Characteristic

A number of studies analyzing the prevalence of health
determinants (especially lifestyle risk factors, as well as
poverty, education, employment, ethnicity and housing)
in the selected districts has been carried out in the Slovak
Republic in recent years [22, 23]. However, there are no
consistent data evaluating health risk factors conditioned
by non-optimal lifestyle of the local residents in the studied regions. The epidemiological studies indicate some
differences in lifestyle within the districts of the Slovak
Republic. Nevertheless, it is difficult to predict these difEJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1

ferences when considering adjacent municipalities or those
of a similar character in individual areas subject to assessment (rural population, mostly mountainous regions,
about the same socio-economic level of the population, a
similar lifestyle).
Thus, the lifestyle of people living in contaminated and
non-contaminated areas is similar. It seems that comparison of unemployment rates may be the most accurate
method of assessing the economic situation of people living in contaminated and non-contaminated areas (Table
3). According to Table 3, displaying unemployment rate
figures in contaminated and non-contaminated areas for
the three regions, it is evident that the unemployment
rate is about the same comparing data for 2001 and 2011.
Moreover, the unemployment rate in the Upper Nitra and
the Slovak Ore Mts. regions is slightly higher in the noncontaminated municipalities. Based on this, it is clear
that economic level in the assessed areas is practically the
same, and apparently accounts for no significant impact
on the health of the population in the studied areas.

5

Results and Discussion

Basic characteristic of the selected chemical elements
in groundwater and soils (environmental indicators) of the
studied areas is given in Table 4. The characteristics of
population health status in the evaluated contaminated
and non-contaminated areas are presented in Table 6.
Health status of the population, according to the
WHO general declaration, is caused mainly by the four
factors as follows: lifestyle (way of life and work) accounts for about 50 % of all factors; genetic factors and
the level of health care is attributed to a 10-20 % share;
and environment (particularly its geological component)
represents about a 20 % share. If we assume that the
impact of the first three factors in contaminated and noncontaminated areas of the Slovak Republic are about the
same, the decisive influence should be put down to geological factors and different contamination levels of geological
environment by PTE.
In all three regions PTE levels in soils are usually
significantly higher in contaminated areas than in noncontaminated areas. The only exception is Cd content
in the Upper Nitra region, which is slightly higher in the
unpolluted area. This region, however, is especially conc 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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taminated by As as a result of brown coal combustion (by
atmospheric deposition).With regard to the predominant
character of polymetallic mineralization in the Middle Slovak Neovolcanics the most sizeable differences in Cd, Pb,
Zn and Cu contents are evident in soils. In the Slovak
Ore Mts. (with predominant polymetallic ores and Au-Sb
ores) the most significant differences are shown in contents
of Sb, Hg, Cu, Pb and As in soils.
In case of groundwater we have observed a considerable
difference between contaminated and non-contaminated
areas only in case of As in the Upper Nitra region. The
contents of other PTE in groundwater in contaminated
and non-contaminated areas of the assessed regions are,
in general, very similar. There is a clear relation to low
PTE mobility in groundwater in the given hypergenic conditions mentioned above. In addition, the fact that in geochemical mapping and water sampling we tried to avoid
water sources such as discharge from the drainage tunnels, tailings ponds, etc., can also play an important role.
We haven´t collected soil samples from waste tips, tailings ponds, remnants of ore treatment plants and other
extremely contaminated soil sources, too.
Based on the results of health indicators (Table 6) it
is evident that no significant differences between health
indicators in contaminated and non-contaminated areas
were observed in any of the three regions. According to
the summary health indicator (sum_neg), the population
health status in the Middle Slovak Neovolcanics and Upper Nitra regions are almost exactly the same (between
13,670 and 13,137; between 9,431 and 9,461). Moreover,
in the Slovak Ore Mts. the health of the population in
a contaminated area (11,679) shows even more favourable
figures than in the non-contaminated one (13,012). A very
similar situation is described by individual health indicators as well. With regard to the objective of our study,
the age indicators (the first four indicators) seem to be
of minor importance. They tend to be distorted by population migration, especially moving of young people to
big cities because of better job opportunities. They are
alike in all three regions for contaminated as well as noncontaminated areas.
The only noticeable difference in these demographic
indicators is that the life expectancy in the Upper Nitra
region is about 2-3 years longer than in the other two
regions. However, it results from the fact that the geological environment of carboniferous strata prevails in
this region and is more favourable to population health
than the silicate rock environment (volcanic rocks, granites, metamorphic rocks). In terms of the influence of
the geochemical background of the rock environment on
the health of the Slovak population it has been proven
that rock units of volcanics, granites and metamorphic
rocks are much less favourable to human health than carboniferous rocks (limestones, dolomites, flysch sediments)
Rapant et al. [7].
This stems particularly from the deficient content of
Ca and Mg in groundwater/ drinking water in silicate geological units [7]. The average contents of Ca, Mg, water
c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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hardness and carboniferous composition of soils are significantly higher in the geological environment of the Upper
Nitra region than in the other two regions. Moreover, a
similar trend – less favourable values of health indicators
in the areas of the Slovak Ore Mts. and Middle Slovak
Neovolcanics compared to those in the Upper Nitra region
– has also been reported in the rest of health indicators. It
is reflected in a sizeable difference in the sum of negative
health indicators (sum_neg), which is by about 2,000 to
3,000 more favourable in the Upper Nitra region than in
the other two regions subject to our assessment.
Increased PTE contents are in the world literature associated mainly with cancer [24, 25, 26]. Neither basic
indicators of oncological diseases (ReC, SMRC, PYLLC)
nor any other specific cancer mortalities according to individual diagnoses (Table 6) show less favourable figures in
the areas contaminated with PTE. Mortality due to cardiovascular disease has a similar trend. We have observed
increased mortality in PTE contaminated areas only in the
case of endocrine system diseases (ReE). Moreover, differences in the mortality become even more evident when
taking into account the age of population (SMRE) reaching about 20 % figures in the silicate regions (the Slovak
Ore Mts. and Middle Slovak Neovolcanics ) but over 30
% in the Upper Nitra region. Adverse effects of PTE on
mortality due to diseases of endocrine glands (especially
diabetes, thyroid, diseases caused by malnutrition or excessive diet) have been described several times in the world
literature [27, 28]. This issue will be addressed in the
next stages of our research using higher statistics, especially neuron networks. The other group indicators (ReK
- digestive system, ReJ – respiratory system, ReN - genitourinary system) show no noticeable differences between
contaminated and non-contaminated areas.
The contents of macroelements demonstrate more significant influence on the health status of the Slovak population than those of PTE. It is evident that especially
deficiency of Ca and Mg in silicate rock environment in
groundwater/drinking water accounts for increased incidence of cardiovascular and cancer diseases [7]. In addition, the detrimental impact of Ca and Mg deficiency
in groundwater/drinking water on cardiovascular diseases
has been described many times so far [29, 30, 31]. In
the world literature deficient contents of Ca and Mg in
groundwater/drinking water have also been associated
with an increased occurrence of cancer [32, 33, 34]. Since
both diseases are the ultimate cause of deaths in Slovakia,
they are most markedly manifested in all the health indicators as well. Therefore, the observed differences in
the health status of population in contaminated and noncontaminated areas are mainly linked with different contents of Ca and Mg. For instance, Ca and Mg contents in
the Slovak Ore Mts. are significantly higher in contaminated than non-contaminated area, and this is probably
the reason for better health of the population living in
PTE contaminated area.
Chemical elements in groundwater/drinking water occur mainly in dissolved form, which is the most availEJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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able form to human beings. Therefore, it is the reason
why groundwater/drinking water has probably the major
influence on population health, considerably much more
than the soils. Regarding the PTE contents in groundwater/drinking water in the evaluated areas, they are predominantly low and about the same even in contaminated
and non-contaminated areas reaching levels below the limits of drinking water standards.
The results obtained from the comparison of health
indicators between contaminated and non-contaminated
areas are surprising and contrary to the current assumptions. In general, poorer health status is predicted in areas
contaminated with PTE. Nevertheless, our results suggest
that the health status of populations in both, contaminated and non-contaminated areas is at the same level
or slightly better in contaminated areas. We explain this
phenomenon as follows: the bio-available proportions of
PTE in soils in these areas are very low, often well below
5 % [6, 35, 36]. Thus, only a small portion of the PTE
enters the food chain. The PTE contents in groundwater/drinking water are relatively low as well due to neutral to alkaline environment in the area. Even if the local
inhabitants use the local groundwater for drinking purposes, there is no increased intake of PTE doses, which
would affect their health status.
The increased PTE levels in vegetables grown locally
(carrots, potatoes, parsley) were documented in contaminated areas in all evaluated regions showing almost twice
as high values as in non-contaminated areas. However,
in terms of overall PTE ingestion from food, this proportion of contaminated vegetables is practically very small
and almost insignificant [6, 35, 37, 38]. Moreover, biomonitoring results (including hair, nails, blood and urine)
in the areas subject to our research also manifest slightly
increased PTE levels in human materials in contaminated areas when compared to non-contaminated areas
[35, 37, 38]. These levels, however, are in the vast majority under the set limit values for unpolluted environment
and are rarely exceeded only in some municipalities [39].
Thus, it is evident that PTE enter the local food chain
and their contents show increased values also in human biological materials. Nevertheless, these contents are probably not high enough to be reflected in the health status
of the population. It seems that various adaptive mechanisms can apply in the population living in the contaminated areas. Even in these contaminated areas it is the
overall geochemical background, mainly the contents of
macroelements, which might crucially affect the health
status of the population (probably much more than the
PTE contents).
In terms of PTE contents and their impact on the
population health status we consider low PTE levels in
groundwater as the most relevant fact (Table 4). Groundwater, which is routinely used for drinking purposes in
the observed areas, has relatively low PTE levels and is
mostly below the drinking water limits.
Thus, we can conclude that the historical areas with
recorded PTE contamination in soils or sediments, but
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1

not in groundwater or surface waters used for drinking
purposes, represent much lower risk to the health of local
people than has been thought about recently.

6

Conclusion

The main aim of this study was to objectively assess
the potential impact of PTE on human health in historical mining areas. The health status of population
in municipalities situated in contaminated and adjacent
non-contaminated areas was compared across three studied regions of the Slovak Republic. Contamination of the
studied areas has been documented mainly in soils, while
the contents of PTE in groundwater/drinking water were
approximately the same and below the limits of drinking
water standards.
We found no significant impairment in the health of
the population living in the areas with higher PTE contamination compared to non-contaminated areas. Surprisingly, no significant differences between the health status of population living in contaminated areas and that
living in non-contaminated areas were observed. Finally,
we can conclude that if groundwater/drinking waters used
for drinking purposes show no PTE contamination, the
local population inhabiting these historical mining areas
might be at much lower risk than has been, in general,
reported so far.
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Table 4: Selected values of environmental indicators in contaminated and non-contaminated areas of the Slovak Republic (mean
values for all municipalities).
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Table 5: Evaluated health indicators of the Slovak Republic.
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Table 6: Characteristics of population health status in contaminated and non-contaminated areas (data recalculated according
to number of inhabitants in respective municipalities).
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Introduction: This paper describes principles of a promising method for medical data analysis called recurrence analysis, which is based on the chaos theory that better describes processes in the living organisms.
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heart rate and blood pressure regulation. These physiologic variables are under permanent control of the autonomic nervous system which may be viewed as an example of nonlinear deterministic system since the autonomic
nervous system instantaneously changes its tone based on
the actual demands and needs of the organism [11, 2]. Impaired function of the autonomic nervous system is therefore often associated with reduced variability of functions
that this system controls, i.e. reduced heart rate variability. Due to this fact, the system (heart rate) tends to
recur to a similar state and exhibit only limited changes
in response to outer inputs when its control through the
autonomic nervous system is harmed.
The effort of our team has recently focused on the evaluation of possible role of the recurrence analysis in the diagnostic of various diseases in their early phases (diseases
origin of which is associated with the autonomic dysregulation) especially in the field of neurology [9, 10] and
cardiology.

Usage of nonlinear methods for data analysis is becoming increasingly popular in medicine due to the fact that
they seem to be able to describe selected processes occurring in living organism more effectively than it is these
days [1].
To increase the probability of full recovery or to minimize the health damages, it is important to detect diseases
in their early or even in their subclinical stages. Since
specific methods of nonlinear analysis seem to be sensitive enough to uncover these early phases of the disease
development, their application in the data analysis may
improve health care and help the physicians to understand
better the physiological and pathophysiological processes
occurring in the human body.
One such nonlinear method recently applied in
medicine is the recurrence analysis. Method of so called
recurrence analysis is derived from the chaos theory which
describes the basic dynamics of a system with chaotic beMethods
haviour that can be found in every biological system [2]. 2
Recurrence analysis has been successfully used in pilot
projects in cardiology [4, 5] and neurology [7, 6, 9, 8, 10]
Recurrence analysis is one of the non-linear analysis
where it was mainly used to describe dynamics of the of data derived from chaos theory. Recurrent graphs, bac 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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sic tool recurrent analysis allow to visualize repetitive behaviour of dynamic systems. The method is also suitable
for non-linear analysis of short-term and non-stationary
data [12].

sional phase space will be reconstructed. FNN method is
based on the fact that choosing of low embedding dimension causes crossing of phase space trajectory[14]. We use
modified FNN method using ratio of Euclidian distances
of two neighbour’s states in m and m + 1 dimensional
• The first step of analysis, as with most nonlinear space by Cao [16]:
techniques [12], is the reconstruction of the phase
k yi (m + 1) − yn(i,m) (m + 1) k
space.
,
a(i, m) =
k yi (m) − yn(i,m) (m) k
• The second step is the formation of recurrent plot
y = 1, 2, . . . , N − m · τ,
using the threshold distance.
• The last step in the analysis is to calculate the mea- where k . k is Euclidian distance, yi (m) is i-th reconstructed vector with embedding dimension m, yn(i,m) (m)
sures of recurrent plot.
is the nearest neighbor of yi (m).

2.1

Phase Space Reconstruction

The mean value of all a(i, m) is introduced by Cao [16]:
The n state variables in time form vector (trajectory)
NX
−mτ
in n-dimensional space (phase space). Trajectory in phase
1
E(m) =
·
a(i, m).
space represents all possible states of a system. Each state
N − mτ
i=1
of the system corresponds to a specific point in the space
phase. For N state variables N -dimensional phase space
is created. However, very often it is not possible to observe more than one state variable of a system in the field
The average E(m) is dependent only on dimension m
of clinical medicine, because they are not known or it is and delay τ . Finally, variable E (m) is used to investigate
1
difficult to measure them [12]. Nevertheless we can recon- variations from dimension m to dimension m + 1 [16]:
struct the phase space trajectory from a single observation
by using the Takens’ theorem [12]. Takens’ theorem is one
E(m + 1)
.
E1 (m) =
of the most commonly used method for reconstruction of
E(m)
the phase space trajectory [12, 13]:
xi = (yi , yi+τ , . . . , yi+(m−1)τ ),
Value of E1 (m) stops changing when dimension m is
where m is the embedding dimension, τ is the time delay greater than the dimension of attractor m0 .
and yi is a single observation.
An optimal set of embedding dimension and time delay
is important for reconstruction of phase space that fully
describes the system dynamics [14]. One of the frequently 2.2 Recurrence Analysis
used approaches for choosing time delay is the first minimum of mutual information [15]. The mutual information
measures mutual dependence of two variables A and B
Recurrences in the nature were observed a long time
and can be defined using entropy as [15]:
ago [12], but the method of recurrence analysis was introduced just after the development of computer science in
I(A, B) = H(A) + H(B) − H(A, B),
1980s [19]. The basic tool of recurrence analysis is recurwhere H(A) and H(B) are the entropies and H(A, B) is rence plot (RP) see Fig. 1 which can visualize recurrences
in system dynamics using two-dimensional graph [19]. RP
the joint entropy of A and B.
shows all moments in times when the phase space traEntropy is generally, expressed in terms of a discrete
jectory of the dynamical system visited roughly the same
set of probabilities si as [15]:
area in the phase space [17]. It is possible to visualise multidimensional phase space using two-dimensional graph
n
X
(RP). We can demonstrate recurrences in a dynamical sysH(S) = −
ps (si ) log ps (si ),
tem, find interrelations between several systems or detect
i=1
transitions between different states with RPs [6, 12, 17].
where H(S) is entropy of system S, which consists of a Mathematical expression of RP see equation 1.
set of possible messages (s1 , s2 , ..., sn ) and the associated
probabilities ps (s1 ), ps (s2 ), ..., ps (sn ).
Ri,j = Θ( − kxi − Xj k), for i, j = 1, 2, ..., N, (1)
False nearest neighbour method (FNN) is often used
for optimal embedding dimension setting. Embedding di- where N is the number of states,  is a threshold distance,
mension is a parameter which tells us how many dimen- k.k a norm and Θ(.) the Heaviside function.
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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different time points. Horizontal and vertical lines indicate how long the system stays in given state which does
not change at all or just very slowly [17]. Single isolated
recurrence point can represent a rare state [17].
The Recurrence rate is density of recurrence points
in recurrence plot [17]:
N
1 X
Ri,j .
RR = 2
N i,j=1

This value corresponds to probability that a specific
state will recur.
Determinism is a measure which represents the percentage of recurrence points which form diagonal lines
[17]:
PN
l=lmin lP (l)
,
DET = P
N
i,j Ri,j
where P (l) is the histogram of the lengths l of the diagonal
lines.
Laminarity is the amount of recurrence points which
form vertical lines. This variable is related with amount
of laminar states [17]:
PN
LAM =

v=vmin

PN

v=1

v P (v)

v P (v)

,

where P (v) is the histogram of the lengths v of the vertical
lines.
Figure 1: On the top figure, there is the input signal for recurrence analysis. The input signal is represented by the length
of R-R intervals. On the bottom figure, there is the recurrence plot. On both figures we can distinguish two phases
of the orthostatic test, resting in supine position and standup position, each for 5 minutes. In the second phase, after the
verticalisation of the patient, we can recognise lower heart rate
variability.

The most important parameter of recurrence analysis is the threshold distance. If the distance between two
states on the phase space trajectory is smaller than a given
threshold, the recurrence point in RP arises. Value of the
point in recurrence matrix is one; otherwise it is zero [12].
This technique is called pair test and it is a pairwise test
of all states (for N states we compute N 2 tests) [12].
With closer looking at the RP we can see single recurrence points, diagonal lines, vertical lines and horizontal
lines. The structures formed by these elements are basis
for recurrence quantification analysis (RQA). This analysis was introduced by Zbilut and Weber [19, 20, 21] to
evaluate RPs quantitatively. RQA is a set of measures
derived from diagonal and vertical structures of RP [17].
Diagonal line occurs when the trajectory visits the
same area of the phase space at different times, it is when
the system returns to the same or similar states at the
c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.

The average length of vertical lines is called Trapping
time T T and it is related with laminarity time. This value
contains information about frequency and length of laminar states [17]:
PN

min
T T = Pv=v
N

v P (v)

v=vm in

P (v)

.

The low value of LAM and T T indicate high complexity of a system [6].
The Longest diagonal line LM AX is length of the
longest diagonal line [17]:
LM AX = max(li ; i = 1 . . . Nl ).
Divergence DIV is the inverse of LM AX and it is
related with Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy [17].
DIV =

1
.
LM AX

Other measures of RQA are average length of diagonal lines (AV DL), ratio (RAT IO) between DET and
RR, Shannon entropy (EN T R) and maximal length of
vertical line (VM AX ) can be found in [17].
EJBI – Volume 10 (2014), Issue 1
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The advantages of RP include the ability to capture
the chaotic properties of a system without a need of a long
data series and the fact that it is relatively immune to
noise and nonstationarity [17]. RQA is a sensitive tool for
detecting any dynamic changes; however, it can be easily
affected by inappropriate settings especially setting of the
threshold distance where even a small change can dramatically affect the results of RQA [22, 23]. There are several
methods for threshold distance setup [17, 22, 23]. One of
the widely used method is setting of the threshold distance
as a percentage of the maximum distance in phase space.
Furthermore there is setting where values should not exceed 10% or 15% of the average or maximum distance
in phase space [24, 18]. Quite frequently used method is
called a fixed percentage of recurrent points. This means
that we set a threshold distance value that guarantees
the exact percentage of recurrent points [6]. Often is this
value 1% [22, 24], but we can also find other values, such
as 5% [6, 9, 25]. Selecting the optimal threshold distance
appears to be a task for data mining [26].

3

differences in DET , LM AX, DIV and EN T R see Fig. 2
However, future studies are needed in this particular field
because of the limitations of our study - no gender match
and small number of subject in groups.

Results

Our team currently evaluates possible applicability of
the recurrence analysis in the field of medicine, specifically
in neurology and cardiology. Our pilot study was focused
on the early detection of the autonomic dysfunction in
subclinical stages of diabetic cardiovascular neuropathy
[9]. We found a significant increase in measures DET ,
LAM , LM AX and T T in diabetic patients compared to
control group. Based on the promising results of this pilot
study, a bigger project on this topic has started, the aim
of which is to confirm high sensitivity of the recurrence
analysis in the early detection of diabetic autonomic disfunction and to identify typical values of RQA measures
both in patients with diabetes and manifest autonomic
disfunction and in the healthy control group. One of the
goals is also the identification of optimal value of threshold distance for diagnosis of autonomic neuropathy. For
now we reached promising results using a fixed percentage of recurrent points and our experimental setup using
standard deviation:
0.02
,
=
od
where  is threshold distance, od is a standard deviation
of input signal.
This study is a joint project of Faculty of Biomedical
Engineering CTU and University hospital Motol.
Next application of recurrence analysis in the field of
neurology is the assesment of vasovagal syncopes. Results
of a pilot project on this topic were recently presented by
our team at the international conference in Slovakia [10].
We found reduced complexity of the heart rate control
in young patients with vasovagal syncope using the recurrence analysis. RQA measurement showed significant
1 Boxplots shows maximum, minimum,
thirdquartile, cross points are outliers.
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Figure 2: Boxplots1 illustrating the comparison between patients with syncope and the control group. A – Determinism
(p = 0.04225). B – Divergence (p = 0.02612). C – The length
of the longest diagonal line (p = 0.006). D – The Shannon
entropy (p = 0.034) [10].

Another cardiologic application of recurrence analysis that we are working on is the prediction of onset and
termination of paroxysmal atrial fibrillation. It is a similar project to that of Mohhebi and Ghassemian [4] with
the difference that we use real patient’s Holter monitor
data recorded at the Clinic of cardiology in the University
hospital Motol. We hope, that our project will confirm
capability of recurrence analysis in this field.
Currently a perspective applications of recurrence analysis focused on evaluation of psycho-physiological condition of pilots [27, 28]. When elevating pilots condition
in stress situations, a change in physiological functions
takes place, such as the change in heart rate, respiratory
rate, blood pressure etc. The preliminary results show
high potential of RQA for data evaluation of these type
of measurement.

first and

c 2014 EuroMISE s.r.o.
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4

Conclusion

Detecting diseases in their early or even subclinical
stages is important for increasing the probability of full
recovery. Nonlinear methods seem to be useful for describing selected processes occurring in the living organism effectively. One of such methods is the recurrent analysis. Our pilot studies showed high potential of its use
in medicine. However, there is a question about optimal
setup of threshold distance and normative data are needed
and results of pilot studies need to be confirmed in larger
trials yet.
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